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 Puppies, Puppies Everywhere!  

 Cat Urbigkit 

 Simple rhyming text describes  

 different puppies, from large to   

 small, and their actions, from  

 fighting to biting.  

 Fountas & Pinnell: C 

 

 

   Cartooning for Kids / Mike Artell  

   Presents illustrated step-by-step  

         instructions for drawing line  

       cartoons of nearly thirty kinds  

       of animals, and people with a  

             variety of hairstyles, facial  

              expressions, body shapes,  

                             and movements.  

                      Fountas & Pinnell: O 

 

 

  The Jumbo Book of Outdoor Art:  

  An Artistic Adventure from the  

  Avenue Road Arts School  

  Irene Luxbacher 

  Use illustrated instructions for  

  making fifty-seven outdoor  

  projects--whether it's your own  

  backyard or a park, forest or 
beach--including a prehistoric rock painting, ice 

chandelier, and a mini-museum. 

Fountas and Pinnell: R 

How to Build Treehouses, Huts 
& Forts / David Stiles 

A guide to building tree-

houses, huts, and forts that 

includes projects and easy-to-
follow, step-by-step instruc-

tions for kids and their parents 
to build in their backyards. 

Concludes with a section on 
cool stuff such as catapults and projects to build 

in the snow.  Fountas & Pinnell: T 

 

 

                 Gemstones / Cally Hall 

 Provides descriptions and anno- 

    tated photographs of over 130 
varieties of cut and uncut stones, 

organic gemstones, and precious  

        metals, and includes crystal  

         structure, composition, and   

                     hardness indicators. 

                                            Fountas & Pinnell: X 

 

 

World of Wheels / Nick 

Georgano and Michael 
Sedgwick 

A series that describes  

automobiles built around 

the world between the  

decades of 1920 and 1990 
focusing on the advent of 

mass production, major mechanical improve-
ments, power cars, etc., and provides color pho-

tos of various models and detailed line drawings 

of their engines and other parts.  

Fountas & Pinnell: U 
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 Max’s Words /  Kate Banks 

 Max cuts out words from maga- 

 zines and newspapers, collecting 

 them the way his brothers collect 

 stamps and coins.  They all learn  

 about the wonder of  words, creat-

ing sentences, and telling stories.  

Fountas & Pinnell: K 

 

         Not All Princesses Dress in Pink  

        Jane Yolen & Heidi E.Y. Stemple 

    Rhyming text affirms that girls can  

      pursue their many interests, from  

 playing sports to planting flowers in 

the dirt, without giving up their tiaras.             

Fountas & Pinnell: O 

 

 Last Stop on Market Street   

 Matt de la Peña  

 A young boy rides the bus across 

 town with his grandmother and  

 learns to appreciate the real  

 beauty in everyday things and the 

 magic of their often overlooked  

 neighbors.  Fountas & Pinnell: I 

 

               ooh odd zoo / Jeff Williams 

     Welcome to the zoo of weird ani- 

     mals! Meet axolotls, jerboas, and   

  yapoks! ooh odd zoo is a delightful,   

         irreverent ABC book about the   

     oddballs of the animal kingdom. 
Donated by Wyatt Bohlmann. Fountas & Pinnell: P 

 Inside Out & Back Again  

 Thanhha Lai 

 For all of the ten years of her life,  

 Hà  has only know Saigon. Through  

 a series of poems, Hà chronicles  
 the life-changing year of 1975,  

 when she, her mother, and her  

 brothers flee Vietnam and resettle  

 in Alabama. Fountas & Pinnell: W 

 

 

         Secret Science Alliance and the Copycat Crook      

                                Eleanor Davis       

     Eleven-year-old Julian Calendar    

   thought changing schools would   

  mean leaving his "nerdy" persona  

     behind, but instead he forms an  

        alliance with fellow inventors   

        Greta and Ben and works with  

    them to prevent an evil scientist  

    from using one of their gadgets for nefarious and  

                  dastardly purposes. Fountas & Pinnell: U 

 

 

 El Deafo / Cece Bell 
 A graphic novel memoir of author   

 /illustrator Cece Bell who grew  

 up hearing impaired. She discovers  

 that with the Phonic Ear, an aid to 

 help her hear, she has a superpow- 

 er to listen in on her teachers  

 conversations.  

 Fountas & Pinnell:  Q 

 FR = Family Resources  TR = Teacher Resources 

 E = Everybody               F = Chapter Books 

 Interest level = Grade levels 

 Reading level = Fountas and Pinnell  

 (see library web page for  details)  
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